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EVALUATION OF POLICING FUNCTIONS IN ATM NETWORKS
HILDE HEMMER AND PER THOMAS HUTH
NORWEGIAN TELECOM RESEARCH DEPARTMENT, N-2007 KJELLER, NORWAY
A simulation tool is developed for evaluation of different policing functions in ATM
networks. Simulation results show that it is generally not possible to do source
policing of mean values without any restrictions on the measurement period. By
introducing a virtual mean, which is a mean value measured over a predefined time
interval, it is possible to do source policing. Different sets of contract parameters
have been investigated. The results show that the most suitable policing function
depends on the selected contract paramet set. In order to be able to police a
contract accurately, the parameters used in the contract must be closely related to
the parameters of the policing function.
1. IIOlIIlUCTIOI

2. SIJlJLATIOI IIJQEL

A request for a new connection in an ATM network must contain a set of parameters
describing the connection. Based on this
description the connection acceptance control
function determines whether the connection may
be established. If the connection is established, these parameter values form a contract
limiting the allowed traffic pattern from the
source. The purpose of the policing function
is to control that the source does not violate
the negotiated contract.

A simulation tool is developed to perform
discrete event simulation of ATM systems on
cell level. An outline of the simulation model
is shown in figure 2.1. The model consists of
source
models, link queues, links, a cyclic
multiplexer, and policing functions.
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- The sources must be able to provide the
necessary information.
- The network should be able to police these
parameters without exceeding the cell loss
requirements.
- The information should be useful with
respect to the possibility of achieving a
large mu1tip1exing gain.
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When a user is sending more traffic than the
contract permits, possible actions may be to
drop cells, delay cells, mark cells as low
priority, charge extra, disconnect the
connection or renegotiate the contract. In
this paper, for simplicity, we assume that
violating cells detected by the policing
functions are dropped, although dropping cells
may not be the best solution when the network
has spare capacity.
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Several points have to be considered when
choosing contract parameter sets:

In this paper some alternative contract
parameter sets will be investigated. Different
policing functions will be compared assuming
different contract parameter sets. Different
services may require different contracts and
policing functions. The connection acceptance
should
take
into
control
function
consideration both the contract parameters and
the behaviour of the actual policing function.
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Figure 2.1 Simulation model.
The simulation program contains several source
models, with a two-state source model as the
simplest basic source. This model is implemented with several options. In the general
model the passive time is exponentia1ly
distributed and the number of cells in a burst
is geometrically distributed. Inside every
burst the cell rate is constant. The same
model is implemented with a maximum burst
length and a minimum passive time. A deterministic model with constant state times is
also available. It is also possible to adjust
the mean value.

An extension of the two-state model is the

N-state model which has
geometrically
distributed holding times and constant cell
rate within each state.
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A source model using data from a video codec
is implemented. The codec is developed, and
the data have been generated, by Alcatel Bell
Telephone Manufacturing Company. A description
is given in [1]. The data describe the number
of bits generated in each frame, produced by a
number of different video sequences. In our
source model we have assumed that cells are
sent with a constant cell rate within each
frame.
The
main
application is to compare different policing function algorithms. The
following poliCing functions are implemented
especially for the studies in this paper: Peak
Rate Controller, Leaky Bucket, Moving Window,
Jumping Window, Stepping Window, Delta and
different combinations of mechanisms.
The peak Rate Controller controls the minimum
time between c,e lls belonging to the same
virtual connection.
Jymping Window is based on counting cells in
fixed time intervals, X cells are allowed in
an interval containing Y time slots. When the
time interval ends, the counters are reset
and a new interval starts. Another version may
be to restart the window when the next cell
arrives. This method is called Stepping
Window.
Moving Window allows X arriving cells in an
arbitrary time interval containing Y time
slots.
In order to control this, it is
necessary to collect and store information
about arrival times for all the cells that
arrived in the last Y time slots.
Leakv Bycket is based on a counter which is
incremented every time a cell arrives and
decreases with a constant rate. This rate is
equal to the mean value of what the source is
permitted to send. The size of the bucket
decides the amount of credit given to the
connection.
~

counts the number of cells within a
sample period 8t, and updates a counter if the
number of cells exceeds a predetermined value.
Associated with a measurement period (T) there
is a maximum allowed counter value. The Delta
policing function thereby limits the time
interval that the source is allowed to
transmit at a cell rate above a certain limit.

first alternative is investigated here. The
simulation program allows us to do policing
with every possible combination of the
implemented algorithms. The result of the
combination is defined as a new policing
function. It is possible to save computer time
by letting the policing functions operate on
the same traffic stream.
3. POLICIIIi JIEDQ)S NI) PARM£[ERS

The two most obvious parameters in a contract
are the peak and the mean cell rate. Policing
of the peak value is generally not complex
with most of the suggested policing methods.
It may be necessary to allow some jitter. This
can be done by using a Leaky Bucket with a
limited credit or by introducing a virtual
peak rate which is defined as a maximum number
of cells within a short time interval.
From [2] it is seen that using a two level
source model it is not possible to do policing
of mean values with Leaky Bucket without
unreasonable large buckets. Figure 3.1 shows
that for the video source the same problem
will arise. Here we see that a Leaky Bucket
needs a counter size of about 900 000 to
police the mean value.
Arrested cells (%)
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Bucket size

To do policing on larger timescales, or
several different timescales and load levels

Figure 3.1 Ce77 70ss vs. bucket size for mean

binations of poliCing functions.
Possible
combinations may be windows with various time
intervals, or mean and maximum rate control
with Leaky Bucket and the Peak Rate
Controller. The Delta policing function is
developed for this purpose. It is possible to
use the Delta with a common measurement period
(T) or with different periods (T 1 ). Only the

For mean value policing it is necessary to
restrict the users by using a virtual mean in
the contract. Virtual mean is defined as the
mean value within a specified time interval.
This time interval (T) is the time in which
the negotiated traffic should be obeyed. To
allow flexibility for the source the timescale

simultaneously, it is preferable to use com-

bitrate policing of a video source.
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should be as long as possible. In order to
restrict the counter sizes and the probability
of overload situations, the timesca1e should
be as small as possible, but not so short that
it does not reflect the properties of the
source. An example of a video source 'output
from the video codec [3] shows that a window
size of 50 seconds makes the standard
deviation of the mean value stay within 10
percent. So with these figures 10 percent is
the restriction the terminal have to cope
with.
When it comes to implementation of source
policing algorithms it is necessary to take
the counter sizes into consideration. Large
timesca1es for calculation of mean values
demand a lot of hardware and so do large
durations of bursts. When using Leaky Buckets
without restricting the burst length, it may
be necessary to use very large values of the
bucket size. If the leak rate is equal to the
mean rate, the necessary bucket size (BS) is
given by:
BS where:

hp

*

Tb

*

(1 -

lIb)

peak cell rate
burstiness factor (
burst length

hp

I

~

)

In order to achieve a mu1tip1exing gain on
different timesca1es, it is necessary to
police the source on different load levels
andlor timesca1es. This should be reflected in
the contract. It is easy to dimension the
window mechanisms for such a policing
function. The contract may be maximum number
of cells within different time intervals T.
It is also possible to police different 1eve\s
by using multiple Leaky Buckets.
One possible way of specifying the contract
may be to give the ' probability of beeing in a
certain load state. This type of contract is
closely related to a N-state traffic model.
The contract specifies that the source is in
state n, transmitting with cell rate hn' with
probability Pn' These probabilities represent
mean values that should be fulfilled over any
time interval of length T. If we use N leaky
buckets, we are able to police (N-I) levels
above the mean rate. One of the levels chosen
should be the peak b1trate: As before, the
contract must include the time interval (T)
under which the negotiated values should be
fulfilled.
With use of 4 levels where hm<h <h2<h -hp the
following buckets should guarantee that the
negotiated probabilities are respected over a
time interval T.

Bucket

leak rate

bucket size

1

~
~

1 (depending on definition of peak)

2

3

A.1

(~ • A.1) • T • P3 + (~ • A.1) • T • P2

4

A..n

(~ • A.2) • T • P3
(~ • A.m) • T • P3 + (~ • A.m) • T • P2

+ (A.1 •

A..n) • T •

P1

If we want to use the algorithm Delta to do
policing of several levels we should use the
following contract:
- Maximum allowed virtual peak, defined as
maximum n cells within the time interval '
~to .
- A maximum accumulated duration of the time
(~tl) spent above a certain level within the
time T. This calculation is done in steps of
~to' We can use as many levels as we want.
To do this we need one common measurement
counter and one counter for each level we want
to watch. This method need very little
hardware for logical implementation (counters)
compared with other methods. This is because
we do not count the number of cells, but the
number of time intervals (~to) with cell rate
above a certain limit.
4. CASE SJ1I)IES

4.1 Two-state source

In this case the bitrate of the source is
either the peak bitrate (on-state) or zero
(off-state). A typical contract for this kind
of source could consist of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Haximum allowed duration of a burst.
Hinimum passive time between bursts.
Hean bitrate measured over an interval T.
Peak bitrate.

The criterions 1 and 2 may e.
by a window policing function
or stepping) allowing cells
one burst of maximum length
interval equal to maximum
minimum passive time.

g. be controlled
(moving, jumping
corresponding to
within a time
burst1ength plus

Several methods can be applied to control the
virtual mean bitrate. Policing of peak bitrate
depends on how the peak bitrate is defined.
The most restrictive criterion is to set a
limit on the minimum cell interarriva1 time.
Due to jitter in the network it may be
necessary to define peak cell rate as the
fraction NIT, where N is the number of cells
arriving in a short time interval T.
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4.1.1 Constant burst 1enqtb

In the simplest case the duration of both
states are constant. The contract and the
basic source have an on-state of 1 millisecond, an off-state of 2 milliseconds and a
peak value of 140 Mbit/s . We have investigated
this case to see how the different policing
algorithms react when the contract is
violated. This violation is done in three
ways; by increasing the burst length, by
reducing the passive time between bursts, or
both at the same time. The peak rate is kept
constant, and hence the mean bitrate is
increased.
All the algorithms studied are able to control
the virtual mean cell rate with acceptable
accuracy. Delta is in some cases too strict
and discards some cells too much. The reason
is that the sampling interval (8tQ) is not
synchronized with the burst length. Our
results are presented in table 1 where the
virtual mean is controlled over a period of
0.1 seconds. An ideal policing function (PF)
discards all violating cells and nothing else.
The figures in the column Ideal PF in Table 1
are calculated values.
On/off ms Ideal PF

Stepping

Jumping

Leaky B

Delta

On/off ms Ideal PF

Stepping

~umplng

Leaky B

Delta
0.0582

1.112.0
1.512.0
2.012.0
5.012.0

0.0909
0.3333
0.5000
0.8000

0.0895
0.3313
0.4991
0.5993

0.0598
0.2208
0.3327
0.5328

0.0599
0.2216
0.3333
0.5329

0.3295
0.5297

1.011.5
1.011.0
1.0/0.5
1.0/0.2

0.3333
0.5000
0.5000
0.8000

0.3313
0.4984
0.5000
0.6002

0.1658
0.3319
0.4991
0.5994

0.1652
0.3323
0.4993
0.5995

0.1652
0.3312
0.4985
0.5988

1.211.8
1.511.5
2.0/1.0
2.5/0.5
2.8/0.2
3.0/0.0

0.1667
0.3333
0.5000
0.8000
0.6429
0.6667

0.1667
0.3337
0.4999
0.5997
0.6427
0.6665

0.1650
0.3319
0.4994
0.5994
0.6424
0.6662

0.1655
0.3323
0.4996
0.5996
0.6425
0.6664

0.1812
0.3288
0.4M3
0.5968
0.6400
0.8663

.

Table 2. Policing of maximum burstlength and
.ini.um passive tiMe. Fraction of arrested
cel1s.
4.1.2 Gepletricllly distributed stlte duration

In this case the contract was formulated as
follows:

1. Haximum burstlength 2 ms within a tiMe
interval of 3 MS.
2. Virtual .ean bitrate 35.8 Hbit/s within
100

.s.

1.012.0

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

3. Peak bitrate 140 Hbit/s.

1.112.0
1.512.0
2.012.0
5.012.0

0.0623
0.2313
0.3398
0.5349

0.0615
0.2260
0.3394
0.5333

0.0603
0.2214
0.3332
0.5332

0.0539
0.2161
0.3286
0.5300

0.0662
0.2249
0.3355
0.5338

1.0/1.5
1.011 .0
1.0/0.5
1.0/0.2

0.1736
0.3389
0.5000
0.6017

0.1733
0.3384
0.4998
0.5999

0.1658
0.3326
0.4996
0.5998

0.1600
0.3281
0.4962
0.5971

0.1715
0.3372
0.5031
0.6026

It is possible to impose restrictions on the
source so that all these criteria are
fulfilled. It has then been investigated what
happens when these criteria are violated. In
figure 4.1 some results are shown regarding
violation of the first criterion.

1.211 .8
1.5/1.5
2.011.0
2.5/0.5
2.8/0.2
3.0/0.0

0.1667
0.3333
0.5000
0.6000
0.6429
0.6667

0.1661
0.3328
0.5000
0.6000
0.6428
0.6666

0.1659
0.3326
0.4999
0.5999
0.6428
0.6666

0.1602
0.3281
0.4965
0.5972
0.6403
0.6643

0.1707
0.3356
0.5016
0.6009
0.6436
0.6665

Arrested cells (%)

35~---------------------------~

Moving

~ Stepping

30

9

Jumping
~ Leaky Bucket
riliill Delta

Table 1. Policing of the mean value of a twostate source. Fraction of arrested cells.
From Table 2 it is seen that the performance
of Stepping Window is close to the ideal
policing function in all cases. Jumping
Window, leaky Bucket, and Delta are in some
cases not able to detect all illegal cells. It
seems that a decrease in passive time is more
difficult to police than an increase of the
burst length. When the cycle time is equal to
the measurement period all the methods acts
satisfactory.
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Figure 4.1 P07icing of a two-state source.
The criterions regarding .axiau. burst length
and .ini.u. passive tiMe are violated.
Case A. Increasing burst length.
Case B. Decreasing passive tiMe.

Case C. Increasing burst7ength and decreasing

passive tille.
Case D. Almost continuous transmission at peak
rate.
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The results from the Moving Window algorithm
may with this formulation of the contract be
regarded as the correct result, and the other
methods may be compared with this. Stepping
Window discards somewhat less than Moving.
Jumping Window and Delta have almost identical
results. Leaky Bucket detects only a small
part of the contract violation. The reason is
that Leaky Bucket gives credit if the cell
rate has been lower than the leak rate for
some time, where as the window algorithms have
no "memory" of the behaviour before the start
of the present window. This effect decreases
when the traffic increases. All the algorithms
have difficulties in handling the case where
time between bursts decreases.

Arrested cells (%)

30~------~~----~

Im Calculated value
I!l!iI Delta
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4.2 Three-stite source

In this case the source model consists of
three states, where the holding time in every
state is geometrically distributed. The
contract we have investigated consists of:
A distribution function, stating for each
state the average duration and the cell rate:

1. 10% of the time: 34 Hbit/s.
2. 30% of the time: 12 Hbit/s.
3. 60% of the time: 2 Hbit/s.
A time interval T- 10 sec, over which this
distribution should be fulfilled.
The .po1icing functions consist of a
combination of Leaky Buckets, a combination of
Jumping Windows, a combination of Stepping
Windows and a combination of Delta's.
The contract is violated by increasing the
duration of the time spent in the state of
highest bitrate. Due to the statistical
behaviour of the source it is not possible to
determine exactly how many cells an ideal
policing function should discard. From the
number of cells produced in each sample period
T, and the distribution function of the
source, we are able to calculate an
approximate (minimum) value of the amount of
cells violating the contract.
Two cases are presented in figure 4.2. In Case
A the duration of the state with highest
bitrate is increased, while the duration of
the other states are kept unchanged. The mean
bandwidth is thereby increased. In this case
Delta comes out very close to the calculated
value. All the other algorithms also discard a
large fraction of the illegal cells. Case B
shows a different situation. In this case the
duration of the highest level is increased,
and the duration of the middle level is
reduced to zero. In this way the mean bitrate
is kept approximately constant. Delta is again
close to the calculated value, while none of
the other methods are capable of handling this
situation.

Figure 4.2 Policing of a three state source.
4.3

Video conference

One of the sequences of data from the video
codec represents a video conference sequence.
We have studied how different policing
functions may be used to control the mean
bandwidth of such a source. In [3] we have
shown how the virtual mean bandwidth, measured
over a time interval T, varies with increasing
T values. For long averaging intervals, i.e.
several minutes, there is a quite large
variation in the measured mean bandwidth.
In our study we chose an averaging interval of
the
source some flexibility, while it is also
smaller than the typical duration of a video
conference. This choice means that we expect
that the codec must either tolerate some cell
loss, or implement a mechanism that guarantees
the codec to stay within the limits given by
the contract.
50 seconds. This is large enough to give

The traffic was increased by increasing the
number of cells sent in each frame by a
certain percentage. A Moving Window mechanism
with a window size of 50 seconds was used as
one of the policing functions (Figure 4.3).
This algorithm will in this case give discard
the correct amount of cells, and the other
policing functions should be compared to this
one, rather than the values expected from the
traffic increase (we also have some discarding
at 0%).
Both Jumping Window and Stepping Window handle
this case satisfactory, while Leaky Bucket
does not. Because the averaging interval is
long, it is necessary to use a large value of
the bucket size. The bucket size represents an
extra credit that is added to the negotiated
mean value, and in this case it becomes quite
large. To eliminate this effect we also
studied an example where the averaging time is
considerably smaller, 1 sec. The results are
shown in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3 Policing of virtual mean cell
rate. Time interval 50 sec.
In case of low traffic Leaky Bucket still
discards less cells than desirable. This
effect is the same as discussed for the twostate source;
window
mechanisms
are
"memoryless", while Leaky Bucket is not. As
before we see that this effect increases as
the traffic decreases.
Video conference
Arrested cells (%)
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If we want to control the source on short
timescales (e.g. maximum burst length and a
minimum time between bursts) Leaky Bucket is
not very suitable.
For many types of contracts Moving Window will
behave as the ideal policing function. Moving
Window is difficult to implement. For sources
with passive periods greater than the burst
duration Stepping Window may be an useful
alternative.
Although a limitation of the measurement
period makes it possible to control the mean
value, the implementation of the functions
will demand a lot of hardware. Due to this
fact we suggest a policing function which does
not count the number of cells, but the time
spent in a certain load level. With a contract
based on time spent in different load levels
this mechanism behaves very well for the
sources we have investigated.
Different contract parameters have been used
to compare the policing algorithms. The results show that different algorithms are
suited for policing the different contract
parameters. In order to be able to police a
contract accurately, the parameter used in the
contract must be closely related to the
parameters of the policing function. The relationship between the contract, the policing
function and the connection acceptance control
should be further investigated.
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Figure 4.4 Policing of virtual mean cell
rate. Time interval 1 sec.
5. CONCLUSIONS

It is generally not possible to do source
policing of mean values without any restrictions on the measurement period. By
introducing a virtual mean, which is a mean
value measured over a predefined time interval
it is possible to do source policing of mean
values with one of the window mechanisms or
Leaky Bucket.

